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the clear choice for cold and frozen display
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SCHOTT Termofrost®

Doors at the forefront
SCHOTT Termofrost® glass doors are ideal for all types of cold rooms for
the display and storage of chilled products such as beverages, dairy
products down to +2°C, and frozen goods down to -25°C.

Self-closing, condensation-free door systems are essential for displaying
goods at the right temperature and the lowest possible energy costs.

The vertical lighting shows the product at their very best, which
contributes to increased sales.

Toughened glass and anodized aluminium give our systems lasting
durability and aesthetic appeal.

Model description

SCHOTT Termofrost®

Selling displays requiring minimal space
With twin narrow doors and no centre mullion, Maxi twin is a
glass doors system that makes optimal use of retail space, providing
maximum cold storage space and display area.

Narrow doors mean minimal opening radius in front of the display,

which is a definite advantage in small shops such as convenience
stores and petrol stations.

Maxi twin is a module-adapted for 45 cm dairy containers, which
simplifies handling.

Large display areas and easy handling
With Roll In doors, you can create a sales environment that enables

unique display of chilled food products, beverages or flowers.

Roll In glass doors extend right to the floor, giving a larger display area.
The doors can be mounted with or without a low threshold, which
facilitates handling of e.g. heavy containers.

Roll In doors are practical for smaller cold rooms behind which there
are no storage areas.

SCHOTT Termofrost®

Flexi Shelf Pro – the complete shelving system
Flexi Shelf Pro – an appealing and flexible shelving system for chilled
and frozen goods.

Flexi Shelf Pro helps create an attractive, logical display and simplifies
stocking and inventory management.

Many advantages with Flexi Shelf Pro

 A complete system with accessories such as front stops, price
marking strips, dividers and pin-packs.

 Wire shelves mounted with adjustable consoles provide the desired
angle, enabling gravity feed that ensures a constantly replenished

cold or freezer display front.

 The shelving system can be combined with its predecessor, Flexi
Shelf.

Shelving systems that make life easier
Flexi Shelf Pro is stocked from the rear, which guarantees first in, first
out. In the cold room, the need for stocking is noticed immediately and
it is easier to maintain the display front.

An article code list at the rear of the shelves simplifies the replenishing.

The shelving system has only two uprights, which are mounted at the
front. This makes it easier to clean and rearrange the shelves.
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